
Obligor’s Alvie and Julie Campbell have filed this 51.903 in regards to an instrument that was 

recorded in Williamson County public records on September 30, 2008. That instrument being # 

2008075222, purportedly signed by a David Seybold, Assistant Secretary, Mortgage Electronic 

Registration Systems, Inc. MERS. 

Obligor’s do not believe this instrument is a proper instrument to demonstrate the transfer of 

the lien rights of the Deed of Trust also recorded in Williamson County public records. 

Obligor’s do not believe this instrument is a proper instrument to demonstrate the agency 

relationship to the note holder or secured party to the Deed of Trust, American Mortgage Network, Inc., 

DBA AMNET Mortgage,  also recorded in Williamson County public records, as. 

Obligor’s do not believe instrument # 2008075222 is a proper instrument to demonstrate the 

transfer of the lien rights of the Deed of Trust and believe this is an attempt to unlawfully assign the lien 

rights to a third party. 

Obligor’s believe this instrument is not a proper instrument and that it is misleading as to who 

has beneficial rights to the obligor’s paper promissory note. Instrument #2008075222 misleads the 

reader into believing MERS is the Payee of the obligor’s paper promissory note. Obligor’s have never 

made a mortgage payment to, and were never required to make mortgage payments to MERS.  

Payment were to be made to American Mortgage Network, Inc., DBA AMNET Mortgage holds obligor’s 

paper promissory note. 

Obligor’s do not believe this instrument is a proper instrument to demonstrate that MERS would have 

beneficial rights to the obligor’s paper promissory note. 

Obligor’s believes this instrument is not a proper instrument to demonstrate that MERS had any 

relationship with American Mortgage Network, Inc., DBA AMNET Mortgage as its agent. 

Obligor’s believe David Seybold, or MERS did not have the lawful authority to create and record the 

Assignment of Note and Deed of Trust, Instrument#2008075222 in Williamson County public records. 

 

 

 



  


